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Bengué Methyl Chloride Cylinder

The brass and copper cylinder (pictured here) features a refrigerant first popularized as a cooling topical and then as a general anesthetic by French pharmacist Jules Bengué. Translated from the French, the cylinder’s plaque reads “Pure Methyl Chloride of Doctor Bengué; Patented Devices, Airtight Guarantee; Dr. Bengué Pharmacist, 16 Ballu Street, Paris.” By 1901 use of the chemical had grown, largely because methyl chloride comprised 30% of Somnform, an irrational general anesthetic mixture. Two decades later, methyl chloride (leaking from a refrigerator) may have contributed to a nightclub fire in 1942 inside Boston’s Cocoanut Grove. Today, methyl chloride’s flammability and spectacular profile of side effects (neurotoxicity, birth defects, and even frostbite) have sidelined its clinical and most of its industrial use. Luckily for Dr. Bengué, his business in balms outlasted his one in anesthetics. Today, Americans know the late pharmacist’s arthritis liniments as “Bengay®.” (Copyright © the American Society of Anesthesiologists, Inc. This image appears in the Anesthesiology Reflections online collection available at www.anesthesiology.org.)
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